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NEW QUESTION: 1
A service provider offers four classes of service for MPLS VPN
customer with the following IPP/EXP values:
i. voice = 5
ii. video = 4
iii. priority data = 3
iv. best-effort data = 0
The service-provider also supports multicast VPN services in
the priority data and best-effort classes.
Multicast VPN is implemented as a draft-rosen profile. On a P
router, in the MPLS core, the ingress QoS policy-map must
classify all incoming packets, so that different classes of
traffic can be property handled in fabric queues and egress

queues. All types of packets in the core network must be
covered.
Which ingress classification offers the optimal performance and
provides the minimum number of actions that match the service
provider QoS requirements?
A. class-mapmatch-any VOICEmatch mpls experimental topmost
5match precedence ipv4 flash- overrideclass-map match-any
VIDEOmatch mpls experimental topmost 4match precedence ipv4
criticalclass-map match-any CONTROLmatchprecedence ipv4
internet networkclass-map match-any PRIORITYmatch mpls
experimental topmost 3match precedence ipv4 flash!policy-map
INGRESSclass VOICEset gos-group 5class VIDEOset gos-group
4class CONTROLset gos-group 6class PRIORITYset gos-group 3class
class-default
B. class-map match-any VOICEmatch mpls experimental topmost
5class-map match-any VIDEOmatch mpls experimental topmost
4class-map match-any CONTROLclass-map match-any PRIORITYmatch
mpls experimental topmost 3match precedence ipv4
flash!policy-map INGRESSclass VOICEsetgos- group 5class
VIDEOset gos-group 4class CONTROLset gos-group 6class
PRIORITYset gos-group
3class class-default
C. class-map match-any VOICEmatch mpls experimental topmost
5class-map match-any VIDEOmatch mpls experimental topmost
4class-map match-any CONTROLmatch mpls experimental topmost 6
7class-map match-any PRIORITYmatch mpls experimental topmost
3!policy-mapINGRESSclass VOICEset gos-group 5class VIDEOset
gos-group 4class CONTROLset gos-group 6class PRIORITYset
gos-group 3class class-default
Answer: C
Explanation:
Explanation/Reference:
Explanation:

NEW QUESTION: 2
What can you configure with the BladeSystem Insight Display on
a c7000 enclosure? (Select three)
A. Power mode
B. Midplane serial number
C. Blade name
D. Rack name
E. OA1 IP address
F. Number of fans installed
Answer: A,D,E
Explanation:
Reference:
http://h20000.www2.hp.com/bc/docs/support/SupportManual/c006985
34/c00698534.pdf (page 13)

NEW QUESTION: 3
A. transparent mode
B. Promiscuous mode
C. inline-bypass mode
D. inline mode
Answer: B
Explanation:
Explanation: The recommended IPS deployment mode depends on the
goals and policies of the enterprise.
IPS inline mode is more secure because of its ability to stop
malicious traffic in real-time, however it may impact traffic
throughput if not properly designed or sized. Conversely, IPS
promiscuous mode has less impact on traffic throughput but is
less secure because there may be a delay in reacting to the
malicious traffic.
https://www.cisco.com/c/en/us/td/docs/solutions/Enterprise/Secu
rity/SAFE_RG/safesmallentnetworks.html
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